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NEW SPACES ANNOUCES VIRTUAL REMODELING DESIGN CONSULTATION PROCESS

(March 25th, 2020 – Burnsville, MN) As families and businesses come to grips with the new reality of COVID 19 and 
social distancing, New Spaces has launched an innovative virtual design consultation opportunity for those seeking 
remodeling services today and into the future. The new process provides clients a safe and convenient way to connect 
with New Spaces’ award-winning team. They’ll be utilizing several technologies to provide audio/video 
communications, options for clients to upload photographs and videos, and a convenient Virtual Design Form to help 
identify key needs, wants and wishes. A description of the process is at NewSpaces.com/virtual.

New Spaces assures its new clients that they will receive the same personalized service, inspiring design and 
exceptional craftsmanship that hundreds of satisfied customers have enjoyed since 1984– all in a safe and healthy 
environment.  In addition to the virtual design program, New Spaces has also adopted rigorous new protocols for all 
projects during on-site work. 

The new consultation program has already launched and several new clients have begun using the virtual process to 
achieve their remodeling dreams. “We expected a few glitches in the beginning,” explains Bjorn Freudenthal, New 
Spaces Homeowner Advisor, “And, we experimented a bit as we selected the best technology to match each client’s 
hardware and skill level. But I’m excited to report that our first few video conferences proved that gaining the 
understanding and insight into our clients’ needs virtually is no different than in-person.”

“Using New Spaces’ virtual meeting technology was surprisingly easy, personable and actually fun,” Says Sara Stutsman 
from Eagan. “We were thrilled that we could continue exploring our remodeling plans, fleshing out options and 
identifying possibilities. It was actually a great way to keep busy and help us in the selection of a remodeler we want to 
work with so we can keep progressing on our remodeling plans while confined at home!” 

Like others in the community during this crisis, New Spaces is extremely concerned about ensuring safety for their 
clients, staff and trade partners. The new virtual communications and job-site protocols will be continually monitored 
and revised as more information is forthcoming from the CDC and Department of Health. “While we hope to keep our 
employees and trade partners working during these difficult months,” assures New Spaces president, Shawn Nelson.  
“We are committed to doing so with the utmost vigilance.” 

About New Spaces: 
New Spaces was founded by Doug and Carol Nelson in 1984. Today, the family tradition continues with the second-
generation Nelson – President Shawn Nelson. New Spaces is as a leading full-service design build remodeling firm 
serving the entire metro area.
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